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GLOBAL CONSUMER TRENDS ARE
IMPACTING THE ROLE
OF PACKAGING
As consumers become more health conscious and reduce their overall alcohol
consumption, they seek higher quality and unique experiences when choosing
their favorite Spirit.
Whether looking for high-end Spirits, or the latest hip gin, or an authentic craft
distillery, consumers are presented with an ever growing choice of flavors and
variants, and store shelves are packed with brands and bottles.
How to stand out? What will make the shopper pick one product over another?
Packaging plays a key role in conveying your unique brand story.
Please visit our website to learn more about consumer trends impacting the
Spirits industry.
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GLASS AND O-I’S CRAFTSMANSHIP
WILL TELL YOUR BRAND STORY
The breadth of possibilities in design and its pure elegance make glass the
unrivalled packaging for the spirits sector.
Every whisky, gin and liqueur has a story to tell. Glass packaging is the
language that communicates this narrative, long before the first sip is taken.
Iconic glass contributes to build a brand, and consumers choose glass because
of its multiple benefits:
Glass is natural
Glass is table worthy
Glass is premium
Glass is 100% and indefinitely recyclable
Glass is pure
Glass is unique
O-I combines local knowledge with global know-how to leverage its expertise in
the spirits market. We offer a wide range of glass bottles designed for brands
which aspire to hit the market with efficiency and impact.
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We understand the importance of shape, weight, color, finish and decoration when it comes to creating the
right positioning for your brand. So for each spirits category, we offer a wide variety of designs, including
models aimed at the economy, mid-range and premium sectors. Sizes also range from 2cl to 2l, enabling
brand owners to create consistent packaging across their product line.
To find out more about O-I’s complete spirits packaging offering, please refer to the following collections:

WHISKIES

WHITE SPIRITS

A range of designs to help you
highlight the unique character

From crafts looking to
premium, our collection of

of your product.

bottles will sublime your spirit
and offer accessible elegance.

RUM

COGNAC & BRANDY

Designs to provide the
cleanest, clearest canvas for
your brand identity.

A range of refined shapes to
emphasize the maturity and
quality of your spirit and to
help reveal its purest color.

LIQUEURS

OTHER SPIRITS

A selection of shapes that
underline the attributes of your
product and make your brand
stand out.

A selection of bottle designs in
a variety of sizes, colors &
finishes to find the perfect
presentation of your brand.
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OTHER SPIRITS
A selection of bottle designs in a variety of sizes, colors & finishes
to find the perfect presentation of your brand.
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Product name

100CL VTH SE
TV31.5

Product code

007489

Capacity

100.0 cl

Height

317.0 mm

Diameter

83.1 mm

Shape

Round

Finish

Screw

Color

Half Flint
Champagne
green
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The images, specifications and other data on this page are for information purposes only. The present information can in no
way be used or interpreted as a technical drawing. Specific advice should be obtained from your O-I representative with
regards to the suitability of products prior to any application. The information on industry containers is updated from time to
time, however O-I reserves the right to amend the specifications or to withdraw certain containers from sale without notice.
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www.glass-catalog.com
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